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We present some estimates ofT-odd fragmentation and distribution functions,H1
' and f 1T
' , evaluated on the
basis of a fit on experimental data inp↑p. Assuming theT-odd fragmentation function to be responsible for the
single spin asymmetry in pion production inp↑p, we find the ratioH1
'/D1 to be in good agreement with the
experimental results from DELPHI data onZ˜2-jet decay. We use our estimates to make predictions forep↑.
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High energy scattering processes, e.g. unpolarized and
larized deep inelastic scattering, provide an efficient too
investigate the internal structure of nucleons. Particularly
teresting is the study of the role that elementary constitue
play in accounting for the total spin of the proton: a joi
theoretical and experimental effort is required to gain co
plete knowledge and understanding of quark and gluon c
tributions to the spin structure of hadrons, in high ene
processes.
At leading order in 1/Q, the cross section for a hard pro
cessa1b˜c1d is given by the convolution of a ‘‘hard
part,’’ which describes the scattering among elementary c
stituents and can be calculated perturbatively in the fra
work of QCD, and a ‘‘soft’’ part, that accounts for the pro
cesses in which either quarks are produced from the in
hadrons or final hadrons are produced from quarks resu
from the hard elementary scattering. Distribution functio
belong to the first class of soft parts whereas fragmenta
functions belong to the second class.
The most well-known distribution function, which we wi
indicate byf 1
a(x), is the number density of quarks with flavo
a carrying a momentum fractionx in an unpolarized proton
analogously, the fragmentation functionD1
a(zh) gives the
density number of hadronsh with momentum fractionzh ,
resulting from the fragmentation of a quark of flavora.
When we consider polarized processes the number of di
bution and fragmentation functions increases considera
More specifically, we take into account the possibility
either extracting unpolarized quarks from polarized hadro
or creating unpolarized or spinless hadrons from polari
quarks.
To distinguish among the various processes, we emp
the following conventions~first introduced in Ref.@1# and
later generalized in Ref.@2#!:
f andD apply to nonpolarized quarks in the proton or
the hadron respectively;
g andG apply to longitudinally polarized quarks;
h andH apply to transversely polarized quarks;
the subscriptsL andT refer to the longitudinal and trans



















a subscript 1 indicates ‘‘leading order’’~we will not deal
with subleading functions here!.
In several polarized distribution and fragmentation fun
tions, the intrinsic transverse momenta of quarks play
important role. In that case a superscript' is used to signal
such a dependence onkT , while a superscript (1) indicate
that a function is integrated overkT , after a weighting with
kT
2/2M2, see for example Eqs.~30!,~51!.
Figures 1 and 2 give a pictorial representation of the
functions, and illustrate how the principles stated above
applied. The distribution functionf 1
a is the probability of
finding an unpolarized quarka into an unpolarized proton
this is a very well known object, usually determined by fi
on unpolarized deep inelastic scattering~DIS! experimental
data. The distribution functionsg1L
a andg1T
a are proportional
to the probability of finding a quark with longitudinal pola
ization either in a longitudinally or in a transversely pola
ized proton, whereash1T
a is proportional to the probability to
find a transversely polarized quarka in a transversely polar-
ized hadron. In a completely analogous way, the fragme
tion functionD1
a is the probability of an unpolarized quarka




a take into account the probability of either longitudinal
FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of the various kinds of distrib




























































M. BOGLIONE AND P. J. MULDERS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 054007or transversely polarized quarks fragmenting into longitu
nally or transversely polarized hadrons respectively. In ad
tion, we have distribution and fragmentation functions wh
are directly proportional to the intrinsic transverse mom
tum of the quarks inside the hadron; their contribution wo
then be zero in the approximation of zero intrinsic mome
tum. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2,h1L
'a andh1T
'a give the prob-
ability of a transversely polarized quarka to be found in a
longitudinally or transversely polarized proton. Similarly, f
fragmentation functions, we haveH1L
' andH1T
' .




' (z) and H1
'(z) are
particularly ‘‘delicate’’ and controversial objects. In fact, a
it was extensively discussed in Ref.@3#, those areT-odd
functions~i.e., they are not constrained by time reversal
variance!. This non-applicability of time reversal symmetr
is straightforwardly understood in the case of fragmentat
functions, since the produced hadron can interact with
remnants of the fragmenting quark@4#. Thus, a non-zero
H1
'(z) allows for processes in which transversely polariz
quarks fragment into unpolarized hadron~see picture in Fig.
2!. Notice that, as it was pointed out in Refs.@5# and @6# a
more accurate knowledge of these functions would giv
unique chance to do spin physics with unpolarized or s
zero hadrons.
In the case of the distribution functions, the no
application of time reversal symmetry can still be accept
due to soft initial state interactions@7# ~it is, in fact, reason-
able to believe that, in processes in which two hadrons ar
the initial state, debris from the ‘‘distribution’’ process ma
soft-interact, mutually and with the quark which will be in
volved in the hard scattering! or, possibly, as a consequen
of chiral symmetry breaking, as suggested in Ref.@8# Fur-
thermore, they can also arise effectively from higher or
processes where soft gluons may produce so-called glu
poles @9# . All in all, the f 1T
'a(x) function being non-zero
allows for processes in which unpolarized quarks are p
















duced from a polarized proton~see picture in Fig. 1!.
But what about the real world? Are these effects rea
detectable in experiments? And what is the size of the effe
generated by them? Investigating thef 1T
'a(x) and H1
'a(z) is
what this paper is about.
For our estimates, we will benefit from two essential i
puts: first of all we will use the parametrizations presented
Ref. @7# ~or better those given in the revamped version
Ref. @10#! and in Ref.@11#. In the first references, Anselmin
et al.find an explicit parametrization for thef 1T
'a(x) by fitting
the data on single spin asymmetry inp↑p˜pX from FNAL
E704 experiment@12#, assuming the presence of Sivers e
fect only @13#, i.e. taking into accountk' effects in the po-
larized proton initial state only. In Ref.@11# the same authors
present a parameterization of theH1
'(z) fragmentation func-
tion, based on a fit on the same experimental data, but ta
into account only the Collins effect@14#, thus assuming tha
the quark intrinsic transverse momentum has a relevant
in the final pion state kinematics only~see discussion in Ref
@11# for more details!.
The second input we use is from Ref.@3#, where the au-
thors explain how theT-odd fragmentation and distributio
functions can be incorporated in their formalism and sugg
the use of some weighted integrals to get more informat
about them from measurements of specific angles (fh
l and
fS
l in this particular case, which are the angle between
lepton scattering plane and the produced hadron plane,
the angle between the lepton scattering plane and the nuc
spin, respectively!.
In Sec. II we give a description of the formalism an
notations and we analyze the relations between the corr
tors in the spin and helicity basis. We then discuss the c
nections between the distribution and fragmentation fu
tions evaluated in Refs.@7,10,11# and those presented in Re
@3#. In Sec. III the shape of some weighted integrals is sho
as a function ofx and zh in three-dimensional plots; the
illustrate how time-reversal odd functions appear in so
experimentally accessible observables. In the last section
estimate the ratiosH1
'/D1 and f 1T
' / f 1 and compare them
with existing experimental data. In the concluding paragra
we will discuss the future perspectives and the experime
work that we recommend for a better and deeper underst
ing of these functions, and the interesting physics still hidd
inside them.
II. QUARK CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
A. Definitions for distribution functions
The quark distribution functions alluded to in the Intr
duction appear in the parametrization of the light front c
relation function@15#






eik•j^P,Suc̄ j~0!c i~j!uP,S&uj150 , ~1!
which depends on the lightcone fraction of the quark m




























TIME-REVERSAL ODD FRAGMENTATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 054007nentkT . For this purpose we use lightlike vectorsn6 , sat-
isfying n1•n251 and defining the lightcone coordinate
a65a•n7 . The lightlike vectors are defined by the hadr
momentum,P[P1n11(M
2/2P1)n2 , wheren2 is defined
via another vector in the hard scattering process, e.g.,
momentum transferq in inclusive deep inelastic scattering o
the ‘‘other’’ hadron momentum in pp scattering. The defin
tions of x andkT are contained ink[xP
1n11k
2n21kT .
Using Lorentz invariance, hermiticity, and parity invar
ance one finds that the Dirac structure relevant in a calc
tion up to leading order in 1/Q is given by@3#
F~x,kT ;P,S!5
1



















M J , ~2!
with argumentsf 15 f 1(x,kT
2) etc. Note that the factor 1/2 in
Eq. ~1! and the parametrization of Eq.~2! are cho-
sen to get the proper normalization of the distributi
functions, *dxd2kTf 1
a(x,kT)5na , from the relation
^P,Suc̄(0)g1c(0)uP,S&52P1na . The quantityg1s ~and
similarly h1s







with M the mass,l5MS1/P1 the lightcone helicity, andST
the transverse spin of the target hadron. In fact, we havS
[l(P1/M )n12l(M /2P
1)n21ST and thus in the res
frame S5(0,ST ,l). The lightcone helicity, thus, is a con
venient quantity which in the target rest frame is just t
third component of the spin vector, while in the infinite m
mentum frame (P1˜`) it is proportional to the standar
helicity.
B. Correlators in helicity basis
In order to compare with other results we give the li
with the helicity formalism, used in Refs.@7,11#. This is
achieved by transforming theF i j matrix elements to the he
licity basis with the help of the density matrixr, in the target





whereL, L8 are the helicity indices of the proton andS the
spin vector used in the above expression. In fact the par
etrization using the spin vectorS is defined as
F i j ~x,kT ;P,S!5 (
LL8
rLL8~S!FL i ; L8 j~x,kT ;P!. ~5!
Using the rest frame resultS5(0,ST ,l) one obtains05400he
a-
-
F i j ~x,kT ,P,S!5
1
2














2~F1 i ; 2 j2F2 i ; 1 j !, ~6!
where one could have used transverse spin differences
stead of the off-diagonal helicity matrix elements. One i
mediately sees that
~F1 i ; 2 j1F2 i ; 1 j !5~F↑xi ; ↑xj2F↓xi ; ↓xj !, ~7!
2 i ~F1 i ; 2 j2F2 i ; 1 j !5~F↑yi ; ↑yj2F↓yi ; ↓yj !. ~8!
The Dirac structure of the above matrix elements can
translated into quark chiralities~for mass-less quarks, helici
ties! or transverse spin, by using the appropriate Dirac p
jection operators,PR/L5(16g5)/2 or P↑ i /↓ i5(16g
ig5)/2
respectively, in combination with the projector onto the s
called good components,P15g
2g1/2. Explicitly, for F i j
we can relate specific projections Tr(FG) to transverse spin















52 i ~FRL2FLR!. ~12!
The Dirac projections applied to the parametrization in E
~2! gives
F [g
1]~x,kT ;P,S!5 f 1~x,kT!2
eT








































In the final equation for the transverse spin distributions
combinationh1 is, in fact,h15h1T1(kT
2/2M2)h1T
' because it
is this combination which survives after integration overkT .
The expressions provide the appropriate interpretation of
distribution functions as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Combining the nucleon helicities instead of the parame
zation with the spin vector and quark chiralities instead
the Dirac structure, one can immediately transform the fu
tions appearing in the projections above into matrix eleme






















































































' 52 i ~F1R;2L2F2L;1R!, ~27!
wheref is the azimuthal angle of the quark transverse m
mentum.
C. Explicit evaluation of time-reversal odd
distribution functions
From these expressions, one can easily see that the
proportional tof 1T
' in the F i j
[g1] projection can be identified
with the functionDNf q/↑52I 12 defined in Ref.@7#. To be


























Using the results from the most recent analysis of the p
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'(1)d~x!520.27x2.12~12x!5.10. ~35!
These estimates are shown in Fig. 3.
D. Definitions and correlators for fragmentation functions
For fragmentation functions one can proceed in an an
gous way. The quark fragmentation functions alluded to
the introduction appear in the parametrization of the lig
front correlation function






3^Ph ;Xuc j~0!u0&uj250 . ~36!
They depend on the lightcone fraction of the quark mom
tum, z5Ph
2/k2 and the transverse momentum compon
kT . The ‘‘dominant’’ direction is chosen to be the minu





1~••• !n1 , ~37!
up to an~irrelevant! plus-component. This shows that we c
interpretkT as the quark transverse momentum in a fra
where the produced hadron has no transverse compo
while we can interpretkT852zkT as the transverse momen
tum of the produced hadron in a frame where the fragme
ing quark has no transverse momentum.
Just as for the distribution functions, the full Dirac stru
ture relevant for fragmentations has been given in Ref.@3#.
We limit ourselves to fragmentation into spin 0~or unpolar-
ized! hadrons is given. Up to leading order in 1/Q the result
is
FIG. 3. The (kT
2/2M2) moment of theT-odd distribution func-
tion, f 1T
'(1)u(x), solid line, and f 1T

















whereMh is the mass of the produced hadron, and the ar
ments ofD1 and H1
' are z and kT8
2 . The normalization is




For the interpretation in terms of quark chiralities o




















































[Nh/q~z,kT8 !sq2~z,kT8 !. ~42!


























































M. BOGLIONE AND P. J. MULDERS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 054007E. Explicit evaluation of time-reversal odd
fragmentation functions
The fragmentation functionH1
' describes the productio
of unpolarized hadrons, e.g. pseudoscalar mesons,
transversely polarized quarks. It is related to the funct
DND(zh) in Ref. @11# which is used to describe the left-righ








wheref is the relative azimuthal angle of the outgoing ha
ron momentum. This equation, once integrated over the



















We now make use of the results of Ref.@11#,
DND~z!520.13z2.60~12z!0.44, ~53!




whereM ref51 GeV. Taking into account that theH1
'(1)(z)
is scaled to the mass of the produced hadron, a pion in
specific case, we get
H1
'(1)~z!51.08z2.87~12z!0.64. ~55!
This is the result for the favored fragmentation functions
















In Fig. 4 we show the functionH1
'(1) fav(z). Notice that the
T-odd distribution functionf 1T
'(1)(x), reaches its maximum
for relatively small values ofx, whereas the fragmentatio
function H1
'(1)(z) has a maximum for a large value ofz.
In order to make estimates for leptoproduction cross s
tions we also need an estimate for the polarized distribu






































The unpolarized distribution functionsf 1
u(x) andD1(zh) are
available in various styles and versions in the literature.
choose the MRSG@18# set for f 1
u(x) and the LO Binnewies
et al. set @19# for D1(zh).
III. EVALUATION OF WEIGHTED INTEGRALS
We now have all the ingredients to calculate the weigh
integrals proposed in Ref.@3#. Following the notations intro-
duced therein, we will focus our attention on three of su
objects:
~1! First of all we will consider, as a term of reference, t
cross section corresponding to a fully unpolarized DIS p
cess, which is simply obtained by contracting the lepton t
sor with the hadronic tensor@see Eq.~16! in Ref. @3##. Then




S 12y1 y22 D(a,ā ea2x f1a~x!D1a~zh!,
~60!
wherey5Q2/sx andx is the Bjorken variable. Here we ap
plied the definition of weighted integrals given in Ref.@3#




FIG. 4. The T-odd fragmentation function first momen
H1





























TIME-REVERSAL ODD FRAGMENTATION AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 054007and the subscriptsA, B and C denote the polarization o
lepton, target hadron and produced hadron, respectively.




a(zh) as a function ofx and zh . Notice that
this function is practically zero for large values ofx andzh ,
whereas it very rapidly increases asx andzh become smaller.
~2! If we considerW5(QT /M )sin(fh
l 2fS
l ) in a scattering
process withABC5OTO, i.e. when an unpolarized beam
hits a polarized proton target, we can single out a quan
which is directly proportional to ourT-odd distribution func-
tion, or more precisely to its first moment, as given in E
~31! ~see also Table II, last line, in Ref.@3#!

















a(zh) is shown in Fig. 6. By comparing
this weighted integral to the fully unpolarized cross secti
shown in Fig. 5, we see that this time the shape of the sur
as a function ofx and zh has changed, since it becom
sizeable for very small values ofzh and intermediate value
of x. Notice also that the overall size of the function is co
siderably suppressed~by roughly two orders of magnitude!
by the^kT&
2 factor. Therefore, it is clear that the effects d
to the presence of theT-odd distribution functionf 1T
' (x) are
small, but a suitably designed experiment may put limits
their existence, or might establish their mere existence. T
would be a crucial test for the presence ofT-odd distribution
functions and provide a deeper understanding of these
nomena.




a(zh) as a function ofx andzh . This represents the
cross section corresponding to a fully unpolarized DIS process@see
Eq. ~60!# leading to the production of ap1. Notice that only va-
lence contributions are taken into account, for a consistent com
son with later plots. The cross section becomes sizeable in th










~3! Finally, if we choose the weightW5(QT /M ) sin(fh
l
1fS
l ), we obtain an object which is directly proportional
theT-odd fragmentation functionH1
'(1) ~see Table II, second
line, in Ref. @3#!













As it clearly appears from the plot in Fig. 7, this time th
shape of the quantity(a,āea
2xh1
a(x)H1
'(1)a(zh) as a function
of x andzh is completely different from the previous two.
reaches its maximum for relatively small values ofx and for
ri-
re-




a(zh), directly proportional to theT-odd distri-
bution functionf 1T
' (x), see Eq.~62!, for OTO scattering with pro-
duction ofp1, assuming that only Sivers effects contribute to t
asymmetry and considering valence contributions only. Here
function becomes sizeable for small values ofzh but intermediate
values ofx. Notice that the overall size of the surface is consid
ably reduced by the action of the^kT&
2 factor.




directly proportional to theT-odd fragmentation functionH1
'(zh),
see Eq.~63!, for OTO scattering with production ofp1, assuming
that only Collins effects contribute to the asymmetry and taking i
account valence contributions only. As opposed to the previ




















































M. BOGLIONE AND P. J. MULDERS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 054007large values ofzh and its overall size is at least a factor tw
bigger than the previous one. This means that a measu
reveal the effects of a nonzeroT-odd fragmentation function
could easily be made at large values ofzh , where it is rela-
tively easier to achieve larger statistics.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE RATIOS H1
'/D1 AND F1T
' /F1
We now focus our attention on the evaluation of the ra
H1
'a/D1
a , which will then be compared to the experimen
results from DELPHI data onZ˜2 jet decay, presented b
Efremovet al. in Ref. @5#. Once again we takeD1(zh) from
the LO fragmentation function sets by Binnewiest al. @19#
andH1
'(zh) from Eq.~50!. To calculate this ratio, we have t
fix the flavor,a, of the quark; so we start by considering, f
instance,p1 production, in whichu is valence, and fix the
flavor to beu in our evaluation. As we can see, the integ
tion over z presents some technical problems, because
D1(zh) fragmentation function diverges at small values
zh . Then we will perform a cut atzh(min)50.1 ~typical cuts
in HERMES and COMPASS experiments! to get a finite







This means that our evaluation of the ratioH1
'a/D1
a gives a
value of about 8%, in agreement with the results of Ref.@5#,
in which the authors quote (6.361.7)%.
The calculation of Efremovet al. is averaged over the
quark flavors. Since we are taking into account only vale





d̄/p1, then the value we
give will be compared with the averaged one. Notice that t
evaluation is rather sensitive to thez cut: by lowering
zh(min) to 0.01, for example, the ratioH1
'a/D1
a would be
reduced to 0.023. On the other hand, choosing a higher v
of zh(min), say 0.2 for instance, the ratioH1
'a/D1
a would
increase to about 15%.
Now, a completely analogous calculation can be p
formed to give an estimate of the ratiof 1T
' / f 1. Once again we
take into account only valence quarks contributions in
proton,u andd. By making use of the estimate of the fun
tion f 1T
' given in Eq.~29! and adopting the same cuts as
























Notice that in this case the results are not very sensitive
the x cuts. In fact, we would have obtained very simil
results by setting the upper limit of integration to 1 (0.11 a
0.08 foru andd respectively!. The same holds when decrea
ing the lower limit of integration: forx(min)50.01, for ex-
ample, we would have had 0.07 foru and 0.06 ford.
Thus, for an average over the flavors~assuming that non-
valence contributions are negligible! we find that the ratio
f 1T




We stress that none of the above estimates takes into
count effects of evolution. Furthermore, just comparing in
grated results neglects not only several kinematics fact
which we did show in Sec. III, but also forgets about expe
mental considerations such as azimuthal acceptances, e
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented results for some obs
ables in lepton-proton scattering that provide information
time reversal odd distribution and fragmentation functio
Far from being precise predictions, our results give rou
estimates based on experimental data fromp↑p single spin
asymmetries and on some theoretical prejudice as far as
known functions are concerned. For the two extreme po
bilities, we have indicated the kinematical regions in whi
these rather exotic spin effects are sizeable and we h
given their overall size and their relations to measura
angles (fS
l and fh
l ). Moreover, we find the ratio betwee
odd and standard distribution and fragmentation functions
be of the order of a few percent. Thus, if these functions
exist, their presence could be experimentally detected.
Experimental input is now needed to deepen our kno
edge on spin effects in high energy scattering proces
Once again we want to stress that only a joint effort of c
operation between theoretical modeling and experime
measurements will allow us to learn more about these
functions, distributions and fragmentations, which in tu
will teach us about the non-perturbative phenomena lead
to particular correlations between quark spins and transv
momenta or phenomena occurring in the hadronization p
cess.
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